Quick Start Guide
Let’s Get Started!

The 360˚ Mirror gives you views of all your
swing and putting stroke positions without
raising up from your address posture... at
the speed of light!
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Mirrors are great feedback, but they need to be well aligned to give
accurate information. The 360˚ mirror allows you to align the mirror
to your target... and keep it there.

Setup for Full Swing View - Outside the target line
Step 1: Attach stand to the back of the mirror. Connect the velcro on
the stand to the velcro strip on the mirror. Usually, the correct
position is slightly above the center of the mirror. Adjust by
attaching slightly higher or lower to change angle (remove
the stand attachment by “peeling” the velcro side to side).
Step 2: Align the Rod to your target, and secure with tees in the holes
at the Rod tips.
Step 3: Set the mirror stand on the rod and adjust to your desired
view.

Setup for Use on the Two Alignment Rods
(The stand should not be on the mirror for this use)

Step 1: Secure Alignment Rods in place - to target and for ball position
Step 2: Set 360˚ Mirror on ball position rod - slide to see your desired
view.

Setup for use during full swing- without Alignment Rods
Step 1: Lay the mirror on the ground with the rounded edge toward
the ball, and the center line parallel to your target line.
Step 2: You can now see all your swing positions while staying in your
hitting posture. Take your club to the top of your backswing
and note the position of your club. Is it “pointing” at your
target, or is it well to the right or left? The lines on the mirror
will help you see “straight”.

Setup for Use during Putting

Step 1: Lay the mirror on the ground with the center line parallel to
your target line.
For more tips and drills, visit our
blog at www.eyelinegolf.com

